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Abstract. An algorithm can be applied on numerical or continuous attributes as well as on nominal
or discrete value. If input to an algorithm required only attributes of nominal or discrete type then
continuous attributes of the dataset need to be discretize before applying such algorithm. Discretization
method can be of two types namely supervised and unsupervised. Supervised methods of dicretization
utilize class labels of the dataset while in unsupervised method class labels are totally disregarded.
In many literatures it has been shown that supervised methods gives good discretization result.
Supervised algorithms cannot apply if dataset is unlabeled. In real life, many dataset do not have
class (label) attribute and only unsupervised discretization methods are applicable in such cases.
This paper presents discretization schemes for unlabeled data based on RST (Rough Set Theory)
and clustering. The experiments have been performed to compare the proposed technique with other
discretization methods for labeled data on two benchmark datasets. Two parameters Class-Attribute
Interdependence Redundancy and the total number of intervals have been used to compare the
proposed techniques with other existing techniques. The results display a satisfactory trade-off
between the information loss and number of intervals for the proposed method.
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1. Introduction
Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) is a sequence of processes, which includes data
transformation, data selection, data preprocessing, data mining, interpretation and visualization
of the mined patterns. Data preprocessing and data transformation produces the data in a
suitable form on which data mining algorithm(s) can be applied. Data integration in which a
single data matrix is created from data distributed over various resources is necessary tasks in
transformation and in preprocessing if required, attributes are created. Exclusion of irrelevant
attributes and discretization or grouping of the attributes values are also tasks of preprocessing.
In discretization the values of continuous attribute are transformed into a finite number of
intervals which are significantly less numerous than the continuous values. Discretization is a
very necessary task in data mining [21], [22]. Discretization process is applied successfully in
various areas such as soft computing bioinformatics, data mining [23].

Many researchers have worked in the field of discretization and many techniques have
been developed. Generally discretization is a two step process. Number of discrete intervals
is obtained in first step and the width or the boundaries of the intervals are obtained in the
second step. There are some algorithms which can estimate the possible number of intervals
instead of it is specified by the user. Ching et al. has proposed a heuristic rule to estimate the
number of intervals [1]. In some techniques user need to specified the number of intervals.

Methods used for discretization can be classified on the basis of various criteria like local
vs. global, supervised vs. unsupervised, univariate vs. multivariate and dynamic vs. static [2],
[6], [21]. In global discretization technique all attributes are considered simultaneously and
a conversion function is obtained for whole dataset while in local discretization conversion
function is obtained only for single attribute [8], [4]. In supervised technique the class labels are
taken into account [13], [8], [4], [15] while unsupervised technique does not consider the class
labels. Multivariate techniques, consider all attributes concurrently to define the initial set of
cut points or to decide the best cut point is also known as 2D discretization [18], univariate
discretize only one attribute at a time. Multivariate techniques are more preferable as in complex
problem attributes may highly interactive [19], [20]. In static technique the number of bins are
presets, considering all attributes are independent attributes [13], [14]. In dynamic method
an appropriate number of discrete intervals are anticipated based on the interdependencies of
attributes.

Supervised techniques for discretization consider interdependence between class labels
and the attribute values. Maximum Entropy [3], Patterson-Niblett [4], Information Entropy
Maximization (IEM) [5], ChiMerge [8], Chi2 [9], Class Attribue Dependent Discretization
(CADD) [1], Attribute Independence Maximization (CAIM) algorithm [2] are well known
algorithms of this category.

Unsupervised discretization algorithm does not consider the attribute even if it present.
Equal-width and Equal-frequency methods for discretization are example of this category [13],
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[6], [8]. In equal-width, the range of attribute values divided into the pre-defined numbers of
discrete intervals each of equal width. In equal-frequency method all values of the attribute is
sort in ascending order and then the range divided into pre-defined number of intervals and
each interval have same number of sorted attribute values.

The Class Attribute Independence Maximization (CAIM) algorithm [2] discretizes an
attribute using class-interdependency [1]. CAIM algorithm uses a heuristic formula to calculate
the number of intervals NFi for an attribute Fi and is given by NFi = M/3C, where M is the
number of samples, and C is the number of classes.

The objective of discretization process is to minimum number of discrete intervals of a
continuous attribute because large number of attribute values slows down the processing
and hence inductive learning becomes ineffective [10]. Moreover, interdependence between
discretized attribute’s values and class labels should be maximize to ensure minimum loss of
information due to process of discretization. A satisfactory tradeoff between these two objectives
needs to be achieved [2].

Supervised discretization algorithms discretized the attribute values without much loss of
information and number of intervals as compared to unsupervised algorithms. Also unsupervised
techniques like equal width, equal frequency does not provide natural intervals. A method to
discretization for labeled data using Clustering and Rough Set Theory (RST) is also proposed
[17]. This technique explores clustering and RST to obtain the natural intervals. DBSCAN
clustering has been employed to get the natural intervals and then approximations of the class
attribute dependent concepts in RST are used to refine the intervals.

In this paper a method for discretization using RST and clustering for unlabeled dataset
presented. To apply the RST labeled data is required and for this purpose PAM (Partition
Around Mean) clustering algorithm has been used to create label of objects. The proposed
method use the concepts explored in [17] to obtained natural intervals and the RST is used to
refine these intervals.

The organization of this paper is as follows: the basic concepts of clustering, RST and method
of descretization for labeled dataset using clustering RST (DUCRST) has been presented in
Section 2. Section 3 described the proposed methods followed by the experimental detail in
Section 4. Section 5 presents the results and analysis of the experiment and finally Section 6
conclude the paper.

2. Basic Concepts

2.1 Rough Set Theory

Rough Set theory (RST) introduced by Pawlak [11] is a technique which deals uncertainty in
dataset. It can also be used as learning method to identify cause-effect relationship in databases.

A pair S = (U , A), where U is a non-empty finite set called the universe and A is a finite set
(non-empty) of attributes which describe the objects of U is called information system. For each
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attribute α there is value set Vα that is ∀ α ∈ A, α : U →Vα. An information system of the form
S = (U , A∪D) is called decision System, where A is called the set of conditional attributes and
D is called decision attribute and A∩D =;.

For any B ⊆ A an equivalence relation associated to B known as B-indiscernibility relation
is defined by:

INDs(B)= {(x, x′) ∈U ×U |α ∈ Bα(x)=α(x′)}. (2.1)

The equivalence classes of this relation are denoted by [x]B. This indiscernibility relation is
the basis of rough sets. Universal set U can be partitioned into equivalence classes using
indiscernibility relation.

For any X ⊆U , X can be described by the information contained in some B ⊆ A using the
B-lower approximation defined by BX = {x : [x]B ⊆ X } and B-upper approximation given by
BX = {x : [x]B ∩ X 6= ;.

BX contained those objects which are certainty classified on the basis of the information
in B as members of X , while BX contained those objects which can be possible members of
X based on the information in B. The objects of boundary region defined by BNB = BX −BX ,
cannot decisively classify as a member of X on the basis of information in B.

The B-outside region of X given by U −BX contained those objects, which are certainly not
a member of X on the basis of information in B.

A set X is called rough set if the boundary region of the set is non-empty and if the boundary
region is empty then set is called crisp set.

Let B be a set of conditional attributes then B-positive region POSB(D) using the relation
IND(D) is define as

POSB(D)=∪{BX : X ∈ D∗} (2.2)

where D∗ is the partition corresponding to relation IND(D).

The objects of positive POSB(D) region classified into distinct classes defined by IND(D). An
attribute set B is said to be highly significant if cardinality of POSB(D) is high.

Based on the information expressed by attribute set B, Rough membership function is used
to measure how strongly an object x is a member of rough set X . Thus the significance of an
attribute can be measure by Rough membership function which is given by,

µB
X (x)= card(X ∩ [x]IND(B))

card([x]IND(B))
. (2.3)

2.2 Clustering

Clustering is a process which groups data into groups or clusters. The objects of a cluster are
highly similar, but are very dissimilar to object of other clusters. There are number of clustering
algorithms has been proposed. Various approaches like partitioning, density-based, hierarchical,
grid-based, nearest-neighbor, fuzzy, etc has been used in clustering techniques.
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Partition Around Medoid (PAM) [16] which is proposed by Kaufman and Housseeuw has
been used to label the data. PAM (k-medoid method) algorithm is robust in the presence of
outliers. Clusters found by this method are insensitive to the order of input of objects and
resultant clusters are invariant in case of orthogonal transformations and translations of data
points. Medoid (also known as cluster representative) is the most centrally located object within
the cluster. PAM’s algorithm determines one medoid, for each cluster and then each non-selected
object is grouped with the medoid to which it is most similar.

Density Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) is a density-based
approach which can discover clusters of arbitrary shape and noise in a dataset [12]. Natural
intervals of attribute values are obtained using this method. DBSCAN based on the notion of
neighborhood. If the distance between two objects is less than or equal to some fixed distance
say Ep then these two objects are neighbour of each other. The neighborhood of an object o is
the set of objects which are neighbour to o. If neighborhood of o contains at least minimum say
MinPt number of objects then the object o is called core object.

An object p is directly density-reachable from an object q if q is a core object and p is in
neighborhood of q. An object p is density-reachable from a point q if there is a chain of objects
q = p1, p2, . . . , pn = p such that pi+1 is directly density-reachable from pi .

DBSCAN randomly select an object o and if this object is a core object with respect to two
parameters Ep and MinPt then a cluster with o as a core object is created. The clusters are
growing by adding all objects which are density reachable from a core object of the clusters.

2.3 Discretization method for labeled data using RST & Clustering

This method of discretization for unlabeled data is a two phase approach. Values of continuous
attribute are partitioned using DBSCAN into natural intervals. Intervals obtained in first phase
are refined in second phase using RST tools to have good discretization results.

Three threshold values namely MaxPt, MinPt, and MaxLen, are used to categorize intervals
obtained in first phase into three categories namely small, large and normal. If the number of
attribute values in an interval is less than MinPt then such interval is called small. For large
interval I following criteria must be satisfied:

(Card(I)>MaxPt) OR (Range(I)>MaxLen) OR both.

An interval I will be called as normal if

(MinPt≤Card(I)≤MaxPt) AND (Range(I)≤MaxLen).

Second phase optimize the number of partitions and loss of information while maintaining the
significance of the attribute. In this phase neighboring small intervals are merged and large
intervals are split into two or more intervals.
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3. Proposed Discretization Method Unlabeled data

The proposed method of discretization uses the concepts of algorithm for discrtization of
unlabeled data. To apply RST, the data must be labeled. The labeling data is required in
refinement of intervals. To have labele of objects PAM clustering method is used to make
clusters and for each cluster an cluster id is assigned. The assigned cluster id is used as label
for each objects belonging to corresponding cluster.

Given an unlabeled dataset of N objects which are described by n attributes A =
{a1,a2, . . . ,an} with no class attribute. Let three parameters MaxPt, MinPt and MaxLen be
the maximum and minimum number of points in any of the intervals, and the maximum range
of values in the intervals respectively. Following are the steps of the proposed discretization
method:

1: Store the distinct values of attribute ai in D[ ].

2: Arrange the values in D[ ] in ascending order.

3: Run DBSCAN (D,Eps,MinPt) to get natural intervals In1,In2, . . . ,Inm.

4: Refine_ul (In1,In2, . . . ,Inm,MinPt,MaxPt,MaxLen) to get the optimal intervals.

Refine_ul(In1,In2, . . . ,Inr,MinPt,MaxPt,MaxLen)

do

For each interval In j

If (|In j| ≥MinPt OR Range(In j)>MaxLen) then

Select the objects from the dataset for which the attribute value of ai

is in the interval I j .

Make two clusters of selected objects using PAM.

Assign class label 1 to the objects of one cluster and

2 to the objects of the other cluster.

IPart= Seed_Point(ai, {v j1 ,v j2, . . . ,v jk})

Create two intervals In j1 = [v j1,IPart] and In j2 = [IPart,v jk] in place the In j

elseif |In j| <MinPt then

If Ink is neighbour of In j AND (number of points in both In j and Ink ≤MaxPt)

AND (Range(In j,Ink)≤MaxLen) then merge intervals In j and Ink

Endif

Endif

Endfor

while (no change in number of intervals) // End of do – while

Seed_Point(a j, {v j1,v j2, . . . ,v jk}) {
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I = [v j1,v jk/2] // vik/2 is the middle value of {v j1,v j2,v j3, . . . ,v jk}

MaxRV=Max({ f (ai, cp, I)}) ∀ cp ,

for (each v jl , l = k/2 down to 2) {

I = [v j1,v jl]

TempRV=Max({ f (a j, cp, I)}) ∀ cp ;

if TempRV>MaxRV then

MaxRV=TempRV;

else

break;

}

if (l < k/2) then return v jl as seed point for the interval

else

for (each v jl , l = k/2 to k−1) {

I = [v jl ,v jk]

TempRV=Max({ f (a j, cp, I)}) ∀ cp ;

if TempRV>MaxRV then

MaxRV=TempRV;

else

v jl as seed point for the interval

}

} // end of function

The function f (ai, cp, I) is rough membership function. For an interval I = (v1,v j] of the values
of attribute a for a class cp is defined as

f (a, cp, I)= (Card(aI), XCp )\Card(Xa,I) (3.1)

where Xa,I = {x | x ∈U , a(x)→ I} and aI , XCp = {x | a(x)→ I, D(x)= Cp}.

4. Experimental Detail

The proposed method of discretization for unlabeld has been compared with other seven
supervised and unsupervised methods for discretization. The seven algorithms are: equal-
width, equal frequency, Patterson-Niblett, IEM, Maximum Entropy, CADD, CAIM and DUCRST.
The first two algorithms equal-width, equal frequency are unsupervised algorithms for which
the number of intervals has been estimated using formula nFi = M/3C [3].

To apply both type of algorithm, two labeled datasets are used namely Iris Plants dataset
(IRIS) and Pima Indians Diabetes dataset (PID) obtained from the UC Irvine ML repository.
IRIS dataset has 150 samples and three class labels with four conditional attributes. PID is a
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two class dataset having eight attributes and 768 samples. To apply unsupervised algorithm
label/class attribute has not been used.

5. Results and Analysis

CAIR value [7] and total number of intervals are the two parameters used to evaluation of
the different discretization algorithms. CAIR value is calculated using the concepts of class
attribute mutual information and class-attribute joint entropy. Higher CAIR value shows
higher interdependence between the class labels and the discrete intervals. CAIR value is also
independent of number of unique values of the continuous attribute and number of class labels.
Table 1 shows the CAIR value of different algorithms and Table 2 shows the total number of
discrete intervals.

Table 1. CAIR Value based comparison of
Discretization methods

Discretization Method Datasets

Iris Pid

Equal-width 0.40 0.058

Equal-frequency 0.41 0.052

Patterson-Niblett 0.35 0.052

IEM 0.52 0.079

Max.-Entropy 0.30 0.048

CADD 0.51 0.057

CAIM 0.54 0.084

DUCRST 0.56 0.107

Proposed Unlabeled Method 0.53 0.105

Table 2. Number of intervals based
comparison of Discretization Methods

Discretization Method Datasets

Iris Pid

Equal-width 16 106

Equal-frequency 16 106

Patterson-Niblett 48 62

IEM 12 17

Max.-Entropy 16 97

CADD 16 96

CAIM 12 16

DUCRST 12 33

Proposed Unlabeled Method 12 37

The proposed discretization algorithm for unlabeled dataset achieved the high class-attribute
interdependency and close to CAIM and DUCRST for both dataset. Regarding the total number
of intervals the proposed algorithm generates equal number of intervals as generated by CAIM,
IEM and DUCRST methods for the IRIS dataset which is lowest number of intervals. The
number of intervals significantly higher than the number of intervals obtained by CAIM and
IEM for PID dataset, but it is significantly less than the other discretization method.

6. Conclusion
This paper proposed method of discretization unlabeled data. In the proposed method the
natural intervals are obtained with maximum mutual class-attribute interdependency and
generates the possibly minimum number of intervals. The proposed method of also satisfies the
different criteria to compare the discretization methods.
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